
Russia  Responds:  All  Foreign
Troops  “With  Illegal  Presence”
Should Leave Syria
Russia’s response to the White House’s late Sunday shock announcement saying
“Turkey  will  soon  be  moving  forward  with  its  long-planned  operation  into
Northern Syria” has been relatively muted.

Though Trump reportedly told Erdogan the US won’t back the operation in a ‘last-
minute’ weekend phone call, it still appears a tacit US green light, considering
American  forces  have  now  moved  away  from  the  Turkish  border  with
northern Syria and are in a “wait and see” position.

While a Kremlin spokesman said in reaction that all foreign military forces
‘with  illegal  presence’  should  leave  Syria,  and  that  “Syria’s  territorial
integrity must be preserved,” a looming American exit from the theater no doubt
has Russian officials breathing a sigh of  relief  in terms of  their number one
defined priority — preserving and defending the Assad government.

US-Turkey patrol in northern Syria in September, via AFP/Getty
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Russia has proven it can deal with Erdogan’s expansionist policies, but not the
United States’ presence in Syria. Over the past years going back to 2015 US and
Russian forces have on multiple occasions been on the brink of directly clashing,
igniting a possible WWIII scenario.

Kremlin spokesman Dmitry Peskov reiterated on Monday that Russia and Turkey
see eye to eye on preserving Syria’s territorial integrity: “We hope that our
Turkish colleagues would stick to this position in all situations,” he said.

The White House announcement, followed with Trump’s ‘end the forever wars’
themed tweets, and ‘imminent’ Turkish incursion east of the Euphrates, gave
Moscow the opportunity to restate its original priorities following its 2015 Syria
intervention.

“The Russian Federation had remained uninvolved in the conflict inside Syria
until Syria’s enemies began engaging the resources of terrorist units to fight the
legitimate government of the country,”  Deputy Defense Minister,  Colonel-
General Alexander Fomin said to Russia’s TASS.

“About  90% of  the Syrian population currently  live  on the territories
under  the  control  of  the  official  Damascus,”  he  added,  reaffirming  the
mission scope will not go beyond assisting the Syrian government to root out
terrorism.

Thus we can presume the Russian military will remain on the sidelines in terms of
developments in northern Syria, other than encouraging Syria’s Kurds to continue
negotiations with Assad, while also waiting for a full and final American exit.

From the perspective of Damascus, this will hasten the powerful local Kurdish
political blocs in northeast Syrian, namely the PYD/TEV-DEM (The Democratic
Union Party and Movement for a Democratic Society, respectively), of necessity
seeking the protection of Damascus via a major deal with “the devil we
know”.

However, the Syrian Kurdish parties are no longer negotiating from a position of
strength and will have little choice but the cede much of their prior autonomy to
the Syrian state once protective US forces finally exit.
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Of course, the future fate of Syria’s key oil and gas fields — the vast majority of
which  are  located  precisely  in  current  Syrian  Kurdish/US-backed  SDF
zones — will  be an interesting question.  Damascus may ultimately lose a
major chunk of its sovereign territory along the northern border to the
Turks  for  a  long  time  to  come  but  may  regain  its  domestic  energy
resources once again.

But if past Trump administration unpredictability on Syria is any sign, the entire
situation  could  be  reversed just  as  quickly  as  this  week’s  events  have  been
initiated.

Donald J. Trump@realDonaldTrump
As I have stated strongly before, and just to reiterate, if Turkey does anything
that I, in my great and unmatched wisdom, consider to be off limits, I will totally
destroy and obliterate the Economy of Turkey (I’ve done before!). They must,
with Europe and others, watch over…

Donald J. Trump@realDonaldTrump
….the  captured  ISIS  fighters  and  families.  The  U.S.  has  done  far  more  than
anyone could have ever expected, including the capture of 100% of the ISIS
Caliphate. It is time now for others in the region, some of great wealth, to protect
their own territory. THE USA IS GREAT!

On Monday morning the president tweeted of his decision-making on Syria, “The
endless  and  ridiculous  wars  are  ENDING!  We  will  be  focused  on  the  big
picture, knowing we can always go back & BLAST!”
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